
The Garstang - Heron Syke Turnpike Road; two examples
of modernisation in the nineteenth century.

By Andrew White

In the turnpike age the main north-south road in our area was the Garstang & Heron Syke Turnpike, which
gained its Act of Parliament in 1751. Like so many such roads it linked with others to make a longer through
route. The rather inconsequential northern end at the little beck of Heron Syke in fact marks the bordir
with Westmorland, just south of Burton-in-Kendal. The southern end linked to the Preston Turnpike. They
met at Fowler Hill, just north of Garstang, where there is a fine toll-house and the rare survival oithe posts
which carried the toll-gate. The tumpike ran north to Lancaster approximately along the route of the present
,46. Several more recent diversions have since cut off sharp bends and meanders.

This paper is here concerned with two diversions made in the
later part ofthe briefcoaching age to reduce hills and bends,
which allowed the coaches to run faster and more safely.
(Lancaster Gazette 3/2/1823) A series of plans in Lancaster
Central Library (PL53l4l-9) show most of the course from
Skerton Bridge to Longlands (the final sheet is missing).
Although they are not dated they are drawn on the back of a
map of Westmorland by A. Hodgson, 1823-5, so are unlikely
to be any earlier. Two proposed diversions are marked, along
with the names of all the landowners whose property the
turnpike crossed. Such a list would be useful for maintenance
purposes, but even more so for the planning of minor
diversions. The marked diversions include a short loop in
Carnforth to the west ofNorth Road (this area was not built up
until much later) and a minor realignment at the point where
the lane from Carnforth meets the lane from Over Kellet.
Patently neither of these was carried out. It may be that both
were rendered
unnecessary by
agreeements to
run over the
Ulverston turnpike
route, for which
see below.

Firstly to the south of Lancaster the original turnpike ran through
Galgate and then bore left at the present crossroads and north via
the steep Highland Brow, or Galgate Brow as it was then called. It
ran on past Lousy Inn, Five Ashes and Burrow Heights, forming a
long straight stretch of old road opposite Lancaster University,
looking for all the world like a Roman road. This line of old
turnpike was left behind when the line was diverted in 1824 to its
present course, further to the east, presumably to avoid the steep
climb of Highland Brow. The present 46 line marks the
diversion. (Lancaster Gazette I 13 I 1824)

The older, pre-turnpike, course is harder to make out south of
Lancaster, though it is likely that the 1751 line incorporated older
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The 1824 diversion was made near Buckstone
House to reduce the gradient of the hill. I had
thought that the older road was simply marked by
the drive to Buckstone House, which would make
sense if the occupants desired more privacy and
were prepared to sell land for the diversion.
However, it soon became clear that the older road
is a much longer stretch, starting at Longlands and
running across the 46070 line through Greenlands
Farm, parallel to the Lancaster Canal. This lane
currently peters outjust beyond the top ofthe hill,
and does not look like a through road. However, a

close look at recent aerial photographs show a
distinct dark line, just like that of a Roman road,
continuing north from the current lane end and
gradually falling into the modern 46070 just
beyond Deerslet. Clearly quite a substantial
diversion was undertaken in 1824.

What is of some interest is that alterations to these
roads are relatively recent and yet the fate of the
old stretch in each case varies from survival as a
modern minor road to a mere crop mark. In this it
mirrors the fate of Roman roads much longer ago,
metalled roads can be expunged.

stretches, hence its irregularities. This was quite common among
earlier turnpikes; later ones were often carefully engineered and re-
routed, like the railway lines to come, to avoid steep climbs and
sudden bends. At Scotforth was another toll-gate, marked now
only by Toll Bar Crescent. The road ran through Lancaster and
followed the route of the present A6 as far as Carnforth. At
Beaumont on the northern side of Lancaster was another toll-gate.

Secondly there is the road to the north of Camforth where the lines
diverge. The turnpike route lay via North Road and then by what
are now strikingly wide and straight unclassified roads past
Borwick to the Longlands Inn, where after 1824 it joined the

modern A6070, continuing on this line to the county boundary at
Heron Syke, and thus to Kendal.

From about 1820 the newly-built Ulverston Turnpike provided a

more direct northern route to Beetham and Burton over Carnforth
Levels, the continuation of the present Scotland Road. The old
Heron Syke route via North Road to Longlands was steeper and
more indirect, and probably languished after the alternative was
opened.

Map 2.

and shows how quickly all surface traces of substantial
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Illustrations

l.(a) Maps of the Buckstone House area by Yates (1786)
and Hennet (1829) 1.(b) showing the diversion to avoid
highground. [Yatesl & Hennetl]

2. Map showing the area between Buckstone House and
Deerslet, with the line of the pre-1824 road revealed by
cropmarks on aerial photographs. [OS1]

3.(a) Map of Burrow area by Yates (1786); and 3 (b)
Hennet (1829) showing changes in road layout to avoid
Highland Brow. [Yates2 & Hennet2]

Map l(b)
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